Abstract. We extend the bicharacter construction of quantum vertex algebras first proposed by Borcherds to the case of super Hopf algebras. We give a bicharacter description of the charged free fermion super vertex algebra, which allows us to construct different quantizations of it in the sense of H D -quantum vertex algebras, or specializations to Etingof-Kazhdan quantum vertex algebras. We give formulas for the analytic continuation of product of fields, the operator product expansion and the normal ordered product in terms of the super-bicharacters.
Introduction
Vertex operators were introduced in the earliest days of string theory and axioms for vertex algebras were developed to incorporate these examples (see for instance [Bor86] , [FLM88] , [Kac97] ). Similarly, the definition of a quantum vertex algebra should be such that it accommodates the existing examples of quantum vertex operators and their properties (see for instance [FJ88] , [FR96] and many others). There are several proposals for the definition of a quantum vertex algebra. They include Borcherds' theory of (A, H, S)-vertex algebras, see [Bor01] , the Etingof-Kazhdan theory of quantum vertex algebras, [EK00] , and the Frenkel-Reshetikhin theory of deformed chiral algebras, see [FR97] . (H. Li has developed the Etingof-Kazhdan theory further, see for example [Li06] , [Li05] .) One of the major well known differences between quantum vertex algebras and the usual nonquantized vertex algebras is that the quantum vertex operators can no longer satisfy a locality (or "commutativity") axiom, and there is instead a braiding map controlling the failure of locality. In the paper [AB] we introduce the notion of an H D -quantum vertex algebra (where
is the Hopf algebra of infinitesimal translations), generalizing the Etingof-Kazhdan theory of quantum vertex algebras in various ways. In particular, the definition of an H D -quantum vertex algebra introduces, besides the braiding map, a translation map controlling the failure of translation covariance. (Most quantum vertex operators with non-rational braiding maps do not satisfy the usual translation covariance, [Ang06] ). An H D quantum vertex algebra essentially specializes to an Etingof-Kazhdan quantum vertex algebra in the case when the translation map is identity. (When the translation map is identity, one can assume the rationality of the braiding map, see [AB] for a precise statement).
In [AB] we use a bicharacter construction first proposed by Borcherds in [Bor01] to construct a large class of H D -quantum vertex algebras. One particular example of this construction yields a quantum vertex algebra that contains the quantum vertex operators introduced by Jing in the theory of Hall-Littlewood polynomials, [Jin91] . (The Hall-Littlewood polynomials are a oneparameter deformation of the Schur polynomials, [Mac95] .) The resulting H D -quantum vertex algebra is a deformation of the familiar lattice vertex algebra based on the lattice L = Z with pairing (m, n) → mn, i.e., the bosonic part of the boson-fermion correspondence. The goal of this paper is to extend the bicharacter construction to the category of super vector spaces, i.e., the case when the vector space underlying the vertex algebra has the additional structure of a super Hopf algebra. This will allow us to work in particular with quantum fields defined on the fermionic Fock space, i.e., with deformations of the fermionic part of the boson-fermion correspondence.
One of the benefits of the bicharacter construction is the fact that it provides explicit formulas for the braiding (and translation) map(s). Without the bicharacters, in general formulas for the braiding map are only given for proper subspaces of the quantum vertex algebra (or deformed chiral algebra, as for example in [FR97] ). This happens when a formula for the braiding map is known for the generating fields, but not for all of their descendants. One solution to this problem is when the braiding map is rational, which is what the definition of a quantum vertex algebra in the sense of Etingof and Kazhdan, [EK00] , assumes. But many quantum vertex operators (including the Jing vertex operators) have non-rational braiding between them, thus leaving the bicharacter description as an only alternative so far for providing a formula for the braiding map on the whole vector space of the quantum vertex algebra.
Even for nonquantized vertex algebras the bicharacter construction has another benefitthere are explicit formulas for the operator product expansions of fields, as well as for the normal ordered products, in terms of the algebra product on V . We also have a formula for the analytic continuation of a product of fields.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In the next section we recall the definition of an H Dquantum vertex algebra. Next we proceed to describe the super-bicharacter construction, with main result Theorem 3.14. We give the formulas for the analytic continuation of product of fields, the operator product expansion and the normal ordered product in terms of the super-bicharacters in Lemma 3.18, Corollary 3.20 and Corollary 3.21. In the last section we give a bicharacter description of the main example-the charged free fermion vertex algebra, Theorem 4.1. That in turn allows us to obtain many quantizations in the sense of H D -quantum vertex algebra (or specializations to Etingof-Kazhdan quantum vertex algebras).
H D -quantum vertex algebras
In this section we recall the definition of an H D -quantum vertex algebra from [AB] . The definition of a (classical) super vertex algebra can be found in many sources, for instance [Kac97] , therefore we will not recall it here.
Let t be a variable. We will use t to describe quantum deformations, the classical limit corresponding to t → 0. Let k = C[[t]] and let V be an H D -module and free k-module. Denote by
] the space of (in general infinite) sums
In the same way will consider spaces such as
We will also consider rational expressions in multiple variables and their expansions. For instance for a rational function in z 1 , z 2 with only possibly poles at z 1 = 0, z 2 = 0 or z 1 − z 2 = 0 we can
We will write i z1,z2;w1 for i z1;w1 i z2;w1 , and i z1,z2;w1,w2 for i z1,z2;w1 i z1,z2;w2 . If A ∈ V ⊗ V then we define for instance A 23 , A 13 ∈ V ⊗3 by A 23 = 1 ⊗ A, and
• a (singular) multiplication map
• A braiding map S (τ ) and a translation map S (γ) of the form
These objects satisfy the following axioms:
Here and below we write generically S for both S (τ ) and S (γ) . (H D -covariance): 
, (2.10)
We have formulated the axioms of an H D -quantum vertex algebra in terms of the rational singular multiplication X z1,z2 . Traditionally the axioms of a vertex algebra have been formulated in terms the 1-variable vertex operator Y (a, z), where a ∈ V . To make contact with the usual notation and terminology in the theory of vertex algebras we recall some definitions.
Note that the vertex operator a(z) = Y (a, z) for an H D -quantum vertex algebra is a field, for all a ∈ V .
Remark 2.4. Due to the presence of the braiding and translation maps the axioms for H Dquantum vertex algebra are more symmetric when written in terms of the singular multiplication maps X, rather than the vertex operators Y . In [AB] we also give an alternative set of axioms using the vertex operators Y .
Remark 2.5. When the translation map is the identity on V ⊗V one gets essentially a quantum vertex algebra in the sense of Etingof and Kazhdan, [EK00] ). When in addition the braiding map is the identity on V ⊗ V one gets a (nonquantized) vertex algebra ( [AB] ).
Bicharacter construction of super vertex algebras
In the paper [AB] we constructed a large class of examples of H D -quantum vertex algebras using the bicharacter construction first proposed by Borcherds in [Bor01] . To do that we had to assume that the underlying vector space V is a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra. In this section we will extend that construction to the case of super Hopf algebras (Z 2 graded Hopf algebras). We will also indicate how imposing extra conditions on bicharacters leads to specializations to quantum vertex operator algebras of Etingof-Kazhdan type or (nonquantized) super vertex algebras.
We will work with the category of super vector spaces, i.e., Z 2 graded vector spaces. The flip map τ is defined by
for any homogeneous elements a, b in the super vector space, whereã,b denote correspondingly the parity of a, b. Define also the mapĨ by
A superbialgebra A is a superalgebra, with compatible coalgebra structure (the coproduct and counit are algebra maps). Denote the coproduct and the counit by △ and η. A Hopf superalgebra is a superbialgebra with an antipode S. For a superbialgebra V we will write △(a) = a ′ ⊗ a
′′
for the coproduct of a ∈ V . We will also omit the summation symbol, to unclutter the formulas.
Remark 3.1. The difference from the usual Hopf algebra is in the product on H ⊗ H : the product is defined by
for any a, b, c, d homogeneous elements in H. One of the consequences of this modified product is :
Note also that if a is odd then η(a) = 0 .
A supercocommutative bialgebra is a superbialgebra with 
We say that a bicharacter r is even if r z1,z2 (a ⊗ b) = 0 wheneverã =b.
Remark 3.4. From now on we will always work with even bicharacters. In most cases there are no nontrivial arbitrary bicharacters. For instance, the definition implies that we have on one side, using the property (3.6):
for any homogeneous elements a, b, c, d ∈ V . Similarly, using the property (3.5) we have
In order to have a nontrivial bicharacter, we need these two expressions to be equal. Therefore the exponents of (−1) in front of every corresponding non-zero summand should be the same. One uses the property of Z 2 graded Hopf algebras, namelyã =ã ′′ +ã ′′ , for any a ∈ V , thus bc ′ +bd ′ +c ′′d′ +ã ′′c′ +b ′′c′′ − (ã ′′c +b ′′c +ã ′′b′ +b ′c′ +b ′′d′ ) = =b ′d′ +c ′′d′ − (ã ′′c′′ +ã ′′b′ ).
The last term is not necessarily zero. But if one uses the fact that the bicharacters are even, then one hasã ′′ =d ′ and thereroreb ′d′ =ã ′′b′ andc ′′d′ =ã ′′c′′ . Thus the equlaity (3.9)=(3.11) holds for nontrivial even bicharacters, which allows for a consistent definition.
Remark 3.5. The notion of super bicharacter is similar to the notion of twist induced by Laplace pairing (or the more general concept of a Drinfeld twist) as described in [BFFO04] . 
The identity bicharacter is given by r(a
The even bicharacters on V form a supercommutative group with respect to the convolution product with identity and inverse bicharacters given above.
Proof. We will only prove associativity, the rest is proved similarly. Let a, b ∈ V , and r, s, u are even bicharacters on V . We have
Here we denote the coassociativity relation . R z1,z2 is the obstruction to r being symmetric: r = r τ . From now on assume that V is also an H D -module algebra. i z1,z2;γ r γ z1,z2 = r z1,z2 • ∆(e γD ).
We can relate the shift r γ to r by We call R γ z1,z2 the translation bicharacter associated to r z1,z2 . It is the obstruction to r being shift invariant (i.e., to r being a function just of z 1 − z 2 ).
Notation 3.11. Let W 2 be the algebra of power series in t, with coefficients rational functions in z 1 , z 2 with poles at z 1 = 0 or z 1 = z 2 (but not at z 2 = 0):
Definition 3.12. (Singular multiplication map) Let V be a Hopf supercommutative supecocommutative superalgebra with antipode S, which is also an H D -module algebra. Let r z1,z2 be an H D ⊗ H D -covariant bicharacter on V with target space W 2 . Define the singular multiplication map
where a, b are homogeneous elements of V . The map X z1,z2 is extended by linearity to the whole of V .
Definition 3.13. (Braiding and translation maps) We define for any bicharacter r z1,z2 on V (with target space W 2 ) a map
where a, b are homogeneous elements of V . The map S rz 1 ,z 2 is extended by linearity to the whole of V . In particular, with the braiding bicharacter R z1,z2 ( (3.13)) we associate the map
and associated to the translation bicharacter (3.16) we get a map Proof. We will not give the proofs for all the axioms, as they are similar to [AB] , with addition of arguments similar to the argument in remark 3.4. We will illustrate it for one of the axioms, axiom (2.5):
The proofs that the bicharacter construction satisfies the rest of the axioms are similar, and involve tedious checking of the exponents of (−1) (axioms (2.7) and (2.8) are especially unpleasant).
Corollary 3.15 (Braided Symmetry). For any a, b ∈ V , the singular multiplication X z1,z2 and the map S (τ ) z1,z2 defined correpondingly by (3.12) and (3.20) satisfy the braided symmetry relation X z1,z2 = X z2,z1 S (τ ) z2,z1 • τ. Proof. This property generalizes the important fact of the theory of classical vertex algebras, namely commutativity of the singular multiplication maps X z1,z2 . We will give a proof of this, as it is similar, but shorter than the Locality axiom, and illustrates why the mapĨ is required in the definition of the braiding map of the H D quantum vertex algebra as S
Here we have used the coassociativity of the coproduct and the commutativity of V . One of the invaluable benefits of the bicharacter construction is the fact that it provides explicit formulas for the braiding and translation maps. (Without the bicharacters, such formulas can only be given in general for proper subspaces of the quantum vertex algebras, for example in [FR97] . Another solution of this problem is for the braiding map to be assumed rational, which is in fact what the definition of a quantum vertex algebra in [EK00] assumes.) Even for nonquantized vertex algebras the bicharacter construction has another benefit-there are explicit formulas for the operator product expansions of fields, as well as for the normal ordered products, in terms of the algebra product on V . We also have a formula for the analytic continuation of a product of arbitrary number of fields. We will start by describing the last of these formulas. We know that for an H D -quantum vertex algebra the arbitrary products of the vertex operators can be analytically continued, [AB] :
Theorem 3.17 (Analytic Continuation). Let V be an H D -quantum vertex algebra. There exists for all n ≥ 2 maps
or in terms of the vertex operators Y we have for any a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n ∈ V (3.23) i z1;z2;...;zn X z1,z2,...,zn (a 1 ⊗ a 2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ a n ) = Y (a 1 , z 1 )Y (a 2 , z 2 ) . . . Y (a n , z n )1.
One of the benefits of the bicharacter construction is that there are explicit formulas for the maps X z1,...,zn in terms of the bicharacter. We will only give here the formula for X z1,z2,z3 .
Lemma 3.18 (Bicharacter formula for the analytic continuation). Let V be an H Dquantum vertex algebra defined via a bicharacter r z1,z2 as in theorem 3.14. We have for any a, b, c homogeneous elements of V
(3.24)
Here as usual we denote
The map X z1,z2,z3 is extended to the whole of V by linearity.
Proof. It is enough to prove that
Note that by assumption for an H D ⊗ H D -covariant bicharacter we have i z,w r z,w = (e w∂x r z,x )| x=0 . Therefore
.
Similar formulas can be derived for any X z1,...,zn , n ∈ N. The advantage of the formula in lemma 3.18 is that even though it seems long, it is imminently amenable to Laurent expansions, as the singularity in z, w depends only on the bicharacter, which for any a, b ∈ V is just an ordinary function of z, w. (z−w) k+1 + reg., N = N a,b is the order of the pole at z = w. For any a, b ∈ V and any n ∈ N, n ≤ N we have
Proof. By using coassociativity and cocommutativity we have from (3.24)
as a function of z is regular at z = w, and therefore can be expanded in a power series in (z − w):
We have used above the fact that the bicharacter is
Here we took into account that f :
where :
Proof. We would like to recall that the normal ordered product of the fields Y (a, z) and Y (b, w) is defined differently for (nonquantized) super vertex algebras in [Kac97] , but it has the property (Theorem 2.3, [Kac97] ): In this particularly simple case one can calculate the operator product expansion directly, using lemma 3.18. We will show it as an illustration of calculations using the bicharacter construction. 
